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1. A method for disseminating different types of 
information to different sets of recipients using a pager 
based broadcast system of the type including a transmitter 
and pagers, each pager having a pager memory containing a 
unique pager ID, the pager memory including a read only 
memory and a read/write memory, comprising the following 
steps :

(a) transmitting a multiple-recipient (M-R) message by the 
transmitter according to a pager format, the M-R 
message including an M-R ID corresponding to a chosen 
set of the pagers, each pager in the chosen set of 
pagers having the M-R ID stored in the pager memory, 
the transmitting step including the step of 
transmitting a database structure message;

(aa) structuring at least a portion of the read/write memory 
of the at least one pager according to the database 
structure message;

(b) monitoring the M-R messages by the pagers;
(c) receiving the M-R message by at least one pager of the 

chosen set of pagers; and
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(d) storing the M-R message at a database structure 
location in the structured portion of the read/ 
memory of the at least one pager.
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'57) Abstract

A pager based information system (2) is used to transmit both conventional individual and group messages (using 
pager capcodes (76) for pager identification) and three types of unconventional multi-recipient (M-R) messages (using dat
abase ID's (68), multi-level group (MLG) ID's (78) and M-R group ID's (46)), all using the conventional POCSAG pager 
transmission format. Operation of the pager (6) is software controlled through the use of a microprocessor (8) and RAM 
(16); auxiliary chips are not needed because of the relatively slow transmission speeds. Authority to receive the M-R mes
sages is provided at the time of manufacture (electronic serial number (ESN) (74)) or via broadcast (database ID's, MLG 
ID's and group IDs). Database messages are stored in pager RAM in a hierarchical or tree structure. The software con
trolled pagers permit the over-the-air modification of the operation of selected pagers, such as the addition or deletion of 
group IDs and the change in the tree structure of the database area of RAM (typically through the transmission of data
base messages). The pager includes a real time pager clock (106) which is updated by pairs of broadcast time messages, the 
second having a time correction for the first,
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IMPROVED PAGER BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM

5 This is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent
application serial number 07/050,826, filed May 15, 1987, 
the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10 Paging systems, which come in various levels

of sophistication, have certain features in common. 
Individual subscribers to a paging system have pagers 
for receiving the paging system broadcasts. Each pager 
has an individual ID, called the capcode, stored in the

15 pager. All the pagers in an area monitor broadcast 
messages from a central transmitter. Each message is 
intended for a particular pager and has that pager's 
capcode associated with the message. Thus, pagers in 
an area all monitor a certain frequency for broadcasts

20 from the pager system transmitter looking for its cap- 
code. When the capcode is present, that is when the 
capcode is -broadcast by the transmitter, the message 
associated with the capcode, which typically follows 
the capcode, is acted upon by the pager.

25 The most basic type of pager is called a
beeper. The message is simply an instruction to actu
ate the pager causing it to emit the familiar beep, 
illuminate an LED, or both. Another type of pager sys
tem is used to transmit numeric messages, typically a

30 telephone number the recipient is to call. When the 
individual pager receives that pager's capcode, the 
accompanying message is typically stored in a read/write 
memory in the pager and displayed (then or later) on 
the pager's numeric display. More recently alphanumeric

35 pagers have been introduced. The messages associated 
with these pager systems include both number and word
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messages which are received and stored by the recipient 
pager for display immediately or later.

One pager, called the PMR 2000 and made by 
Motorola of Shaumburg.Illinois is used for both individual

5 messages, those directed to an individual pager, and 
group messages, those directed to a group of pagers.
This type of pager can have one or more capcodes stored

• in the pager at the time of manufacture or stored in 
the pager by the local pager company. One capcode is

10 the pager's individual ID while any other would be a 
group ID since more than on pager would have it.

There are several standard formats for paging 
broadcast. One format is called POCSAG. With this 
format any length message is possible. Many pager man-

15 ufacturers have chosen this format because of its flex
ibility. Pagers using the POCSAG format "listen" for a 
broadcast from the pager transmitter for 40 msec out of 
each second. If the transmitter is not active usually 
only noise will be "heard" by the pager. As shown in

20 Fig. 2, a transmission is initiated by broadcasting a 
preamble consisting of a square wave having a minimum 
of 576 reversals. Since the preamble is at least 1.125 
seconds in length, every pager will "hear" the preamble 
signal during its periodic "listening" period.

25 Following the preamble a 32-bit synchroniza
tion code is transmitted. The synchronization used 
with the POCSAG format code is the binary coded hexi- 
decimal number 7CD215D8. Following the synchronization 
code are eight frames, called a batch, containing the

20 transmitted information. Each frame is made up of two 
32-bit code-words. The 32-bit code-words have slightly 
different formats based upon whether they contain an 
address, identifying which of the two million pagers 
the message is intended for, or a message. Fig. 3 shows

35 that a code-word containing an address has the most
significant bit set to 0 while a code-word containing a 
message has the most significant bit set to 1.
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3
Conventional pagers using the POCSAG format 

do not monitor each frame. Rather, each individual 
pager monitors only one of the frames, such as frame 5, 
to save their batteries. Thus, after the synchroniza-

5 tion code is received the individual pager will not
monitor the transmission until it is time for frame 5
to be transmitted. Since each frame takes 121.6 milli- '* *
seconds, the pager in this example would start monitor
ing the transmitting transmission somewhat before 486.4

10 milliseconds after the end of the synchronization code. 
After monitoring its particular frame, the pager once 
again stops monitoring the broadcast until it is time 
for the next synchronization code to be broadcast, at 
which time the cycle starts again. Transmission of the

15 synchronization codes allows the pagers to be synchro
nized with the broadcast to reduce timing errors. If 
there is no message to be transmitted in any of the 
eight frames in a particular batch, an idle code-word 
(7A89C197) is transmitted in each of the two code-words

20 for that frame. This tells the pagers monitoring that 
frame that no message is being transmitted for those 
pagers during that batch.

Under the POCSAG format capcodes are 18 bits 
long. Therefore, up to 262,144 different capcodes are

25 available. However, since each pager "listens" to one 
of eight frames, each capcode can be used eight times 
as an individual ID, once for each frame. With the 
POCSAG format the total number of capcodes possible is 
therefore over two million.

30 One drawback of the presently available pager
systems is that they are not flexible. The are intend
ed to provide the same message to one recipient or to a 
preset group of recipients only. Once the capcodes are 
set by the manufacturer or local paging company, the

33 are not easily changed or removed from a pager.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is directed to a pager based 

information transmission system which uses a standard paging 
broadcast format to transmit both conventional private and 
group messages (using individual and group 18-bit capcodes 
provided, typically, by the local paging company) and 
unconventional multi-recipient (M-R) messages. The
multi-recipient messages are received by only those
individual pagers with authorised access to the
multi-recipient message. The authority to receive M-R 
messages is preferably provided by and taken away by an 
appropriate add/delete message broadcast over the air. 
Alternatively, such authority is provided at the time of 
manufacture. This distinguishes the M-R messages of the 
invention from conventional group messages. Therefore, as 
used in this application, M-R messages are messages for 
which the authority to receive them can be preferably 
provided by and taken away by an appropriate add/delete 
message broadcast over the air.

M-R messages, in the preferred embodiment, come in 
several forms. One is termed a database message. A 
database could relate to, for example, sports scores or to 
financial information. Another M-R message is called an M-R 
group message. An M-R group message may be transmitted, for 
example, only to doctors at a chosen hospital. A third type 
of M-R message is the multi-level group message (MLG 
message). This type of message provides a great deal of 
flexibility in determining what group of users among a 
larger group of users will receive a certain message.

When dealing with M-R messages, the pager first checks 
its internal memory to see if it is authorised to receive 
the message. This is done by comparing the database ID, M-R 
group ID or MLG ID transmitted by the local pager company 
with information stored in the pager.

Many other types of messages are also contemplated for 
use with the invention. For example, time

I
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5
update messages and messages which turn the pager off 
for a length of time can be used.

The system preferably uses software-controlled 
pagers having read/write memories for storing broadcast

5 messages and for modifying the operation of selected 
pagers through over-the-air broadcasts. This arrange
ment permits great flexibility in the pager operation. 
Likewise, the internal memory organization for a certain 
class of multi-recipient messages (discussed below) can

10 be altered as necessary by broadcasts.
The use of software controlled pagers has

other significant advantages. One aspect of the inven
tion is the recognition and appreciation that because 
high speed is not required, the various functions usu-

15 ally performed by components external of the processor, 
including those performed by read/write bus control 
chips, chip select logic control chips and address log-
•ic chips, can be performed by the software in the mi
croprocessor. Since all basic operations are performed

20 by a processor and RAM, the hardware required is great
ly reduced in contrast with the requirements of conven
tionally designed microprocessor based systems. This 
reduces the cost and size of the pager.

The system also provides for a flexible hier-
25 archy of storage and retrieval of multi-recipient mes

sages. In the preferred embodiment only database mes
sages are stored and retrieved in this way. (A hierar
chical system of message storage and retrieval can be 
used for M-R group and MLG messages as well.) Assume

30 that one database is sports. A three-level«hierarchy 
or tree could be used to separate the sports informa
tion into, for example, four different sports, six teams 
per sport and up to 26 pages of information for each 
team. (In the preferred embodiment each page of infor-

35 mation constitutes four twenty-character lines since 
the pager display has a display with four twenty- 
character lines.) Each page is divided into two blocks.
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A POCSAG batch is required to transmit a block. It is 
preferred that the hierarchy or tree structure be 
changeable by over-the-air broadcasts. Therefore, when 
football season is over, football could be deleted as a

5 sport and baseball, with its own hierarchical organiza
tion, added. The broadcast changeable hierarchy struc
ture for the database information provides the system 
with great flexibility in the organization, storage and 
access of database information.

10 MLG messages provide further flexibility when
used with the pager. An MLG ID is a multi-part identi
fication which is transmitted with the message and identi
fies a particular group of related recipients from a 
larger group. For example, assume all employees of a

15 company has a pager and that there are five divisions 
in the company (sales, manufacturing, etc.) and each 
division has two or more sections (east coast sales, 
mid-west sales, etc.). The MLG ID for each pager would 
include a root ID (for the company), a level ID (for

20 the particular division) and . sub-level ID (for the 
particular section). To transmit a MLG message to, 
say, all pagers in a particular division, the MLG ID · 
could include the root ID and the division level ID 
with the sub-level ID blank (all zeros). This elim-

25 inates the need to transmit the same message to each 
pager in the division. It also eliminates the need to 
have a special M-R group ID for everyone of the possi
ble permutations and combinations of groupings which 
might be useful.

30 MLG messaging is further enhanced by the use
of subcommands. For example, an MLG message may include 
a root ID,a level ID, a sub-level ID and a subcommand 
which further identifies the set of pagers which are to 
received the message. One such subcommand could be

35 -that the message is to be received by all pagers having 
the same root ID, the same level ID and all sub-levels 
from the broadcast sub-level down. Assuming the

•fv
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broadcast sub-level ID were 4, and assuming sub-level 
ID's range from 0 to 7, then all pagers at sub-levels 
4, 5, 6 and 7 having the required root ID and level ID 
would all be enabled to receive the MLG message.

5 Each database occupies a certain area of mem
ory in the pager. A portion of the memory for each da
tabase is occupied by several items, the most important 
being a vector table. The vector table defines the 
structure of the database, the number of subjects, items

10 per subject and pages per item. This in turn defines 
•the overall size of the database. The vector table is 
the first block of the database. The vector table tells 
the processor how the various buttons of the pager work. 
The ability to modify the vector table by over-the-air

15 broadcasts gives the pager great flexibility in the 
selection, arrangement and display of data.

Another aspect of the database structure in
volves the use of masks which greatly speed up trans
mission of updating information in a database. For

20 example, assume each page or display contained informa
tion for one baseball game. On a given day 12 pages in 
the database may be taken up with this information. 
Instead of transmitting 24 batches (two batches per 
page) of information to update those twelve pages of

2-r’ similarly formatted database, a single batch of infor
mation can often be used to transmit only updating in
formation (scores, inning numbers, etc.).

Another aspect of the invention is that it 
provides the user with a real time pager clock. (Note,

30 the pager is preferably always on even if it is "asleep", 
that is when it has its receiver/decoder turned off.) 
Using the pager clock, private and multi-recipient mes
sages can be date and time stamped with the date and 
time of receipt. This permits the user not only to 
know when a message was received, but allows the user 
to review messages in, for example, chronological or 
reverse chronological order.

Ύ -
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The pager clock, according to one aspect of 

the invention, is a non-user settable and is set by an 
over-the-air broadcast of time message. Subsequent 
time messages provide feedback to the pager to reset 
the pager clock. This is done by transmitting with 
each time message, the message number and a time cor
rection regarding the actual time of broadcast of the 
previous time message. This over-the-air updating of a 
real time clock may be useful in a wide variety of ap
plications in addition to pager based applications.

The pager preferably includes a unique elec
tronic serial number (ESN) which is provided by the 
manufacturer in the memory of the pager. This is pref
erably a 64 bit number (two 32-bit code-words) and is 
used in addition to the capcode used as the pager ID 
supplied by the local pager company. This is used pri
marily for security control and accountability reasons. 
It also simplifies transmission of add/delete messages.

The pager itself preferably includes a con
ventional microprocessor having an internal RAM, used 
to store time messages, and an internal ROM, used to 
store the program controlling the pager and identifying 
the memory size of external RAM. The microprocessor 
is, in the preferred embodiment, coupled to a conven
tional receiver/decoder, used to receive the broadcast 
signal from the transmitter and convert the signal to a 
digital form useable by the microprocessor. The micro
processor is also coupled to a display, user input but
tons and external RAM. The RAM has allocated regions 
for conventional private or individual messages, conven
tional group messages, M-R group messages, MLG messages 
and database messages. (In the preferred embodiment 
private, group, M-R group and MLG messages are stored 
in one region in RAM in the order in which received.
They could, of course, each have separate sections in
RAM.) Other broadcast information, such as database
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and message control information, MLG ID's and M-R group 
ID's, are also stored in RAM.

The input buttons of the pager are used to 
control the display of both conventional and multi-

5 recipient messages. For example, the user can choose 
the sports database, the particular sport, and the team 
so to access the database information stored in RAM on 
that team. When the private, group, M-R group and MLG 
messages are stored together, then accessing these mes-

10 sages together in, for example, reverse chronological 
order will cause the messages to be displayed by the 
pager intermixed with one another according to the time 
of receipt. In such cases the message itself can indi
cate if it is an individual, a group or an M-R group

15 message. Other input buttons may be provided to initi
ate other operations, such as review first message, 
scroll through messages and delete messages. Since the 
buttons are software controlled, flexibility is maximized.

An additional feature of the invention is the
20 ability of the user to flag certain types of messages.

For example, assume that the user wants to know when 
information regarding a certain baseball team has been 
updated. The user could flag the page number in RAM 
relating to that team so that when that page number is

25 addressed by the microprocessor an indication, typical
ly an audible tone, can be produced notifying the user 
of this. Another type of flag could be used to provide 
an indication to the user whenever information on that 
page (display screen) has been changed since the last

30 time the page was viewed.
In the preferred embodiment the information

is stored in RAM in blocks. Each block of information 
consists of 40 characters, the number typically sent in 
one batch. Therefore two blocks of information in RAM

35 can fin one display page 20 characters by four lines.
In some situations the invention may wish to be used 
with larger display screens. For example, a display
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screen 80 characters wide may wish to be used. This 
type of display could be accommodated by transmitting 
the information into four parallel databases. The first 
batch of information would be stored in the first data-

5 base, the second batch in the second database, etc.
The first four batches would then be used to fill up 
the first two rows on the display. The invention per
mits this flexibility so that these types of M-R mes
sages would only require their own special parallel

10 code-word and software in the enlarged display pages.
Pages having normal (e.g., 20 character) displays could 
be programmed to manipulate information intended to be 
displayed on a normal width display.

The invention could be used in many other
15 applications, such as security. Security personnel

would each have a pager. Certain group messages could 
be broadcast for receipt by all pagers while others 
could be broadcast for receipt by only one pager (a 
private message) or a selected group of pagers (an M-R

20 group message or an MLG message). Messages could be 
tagged so the user cannot erase the message to provide 
a record of messages received by that user. If desired, 
the date and time each message was reviewed could also 
be recorded for later retrieval.

25 Other features and advantages of the inven
tion will appear from the following description in which 
the preferred embodiment has been set forth in detail 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

30 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a schematic repi mentation of a

pager based information system of the invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates the prior art POCSAG for

mat .
FIG. 3 shows the POCSAG format for address 

and message code-words.
35
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FIG. 4 illustrates the code-word sequence for 

a batch in the multi-recipient transmission format.
FIG. 5 illustrates the general structure of 

an M-R command code-word.
5 FIG. 6A-6G show the formats for M-R group

messages, MLG messages, database messages, add/delete 
messages, time messages, mask fill messages and format 
messages.

FIG. 7 shows the hierarchical arrangement of 
10 a three-level company in terms of MLG messages.

FIG. Θ schematically illustrates the arrange
ment of RAM 16.

FIG. 9 shows a typical display and is used to 
illustrate the use of mask fill and format memory corn-

15 mands of FIGS. 6F and 6G respectively.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
Referring now to Fig. 1, a pager based infor

mation transmission system 2 is seen to include a pager 
20 system transmitter 4 and a number of pagers 6. Each

pager 6 includes a microprocessor 8 coupled to a re- 
ceiver/decoder 10 which receives broadcast signals 12 
from transmitter 4 and transforms these signals to dig
ital form acceptable by microprocessor 8. Microproces-

25 sor 8, powered by a battery 14, stores selected conven
tional private and group messages in random access mem
ory (RAM) 16 for viewing by the user on display 18 
through the user manipulation of input buttons 20 and 
status switches 21. A beeper 23, connected to micro-

30 processor 8, is used to provide the familiar beeping 
sound when certain types of messages are received ac
cording to the position of status switches 21. To de
termine how system 2 works, the POCSAG pager transmis
sion format will be discussed with reference to Figs. 2

35 and 3.
At Fig. 2 the POCSAG format is illustrated. 

Pager 6, since it is based upon the POCSAG format,
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"listens" for a broadcast signal 12 from transmitter 4 
for 40 milliseconds out of each second. If transmitter 
4 is not active, usually only noise will be received by 
microprocessor Θ so that microprocessor 8 will turn off

5 receiver/decoder 10 for the remainder of the second to 
conserve battery 14. A broadcast signal 12 from trans
mitter 4 is initiated by a preamble 22 which consists 
of a square wave having a minimum of 576 reversals.
The square wave, frequency is such that the preamble

10 lasts at least 1.125 seconds. Therefore, every pager 6 
will have its receiver/decoder 10 turned on sometime 
during preamble signal 22.

Following preamble 22 a 32-bit synchroniza
tion code 24 is transmitted. Synchronization code 24

15 used with the POCSAG format is the binary coded hexa
decimal number 7CD215D8. Following synchronization 
code 24, eight frames 26, each 64 bits in length, are 
transmitted. Synchronization code 24 plus the eight 
frames 26 make up a batch 27. Each frame is made up of

20 two 32-bit code-words 28. Code word 28 has a slightly 
different format based upon whether .it contains an ad
dress or a message. As seen in Fig. 3. .if tua most 
significant bit, identified as bit 1 in Fig. 3, is set 
to 0, bits 2-19 contain a pager ID or address while if

25 bit 1 is set to 1, bits 2-21 contain a message. In the 
transmission of conventional private or group messages, 
the transmitted address must match one of the capcodes 
stored in RAM 16, the capcodes corresponding to the 
pager ID or the group ID's, typically stored in the

30 pager by a local pager company. The remaining bits are 
used primarily for error correction.

Pager 6, as is conventional under the POCSAG 
format, does not leave its receiver/decoder 10 on to 
monitor broadcast signal 12 for each frame 26. Rather,

33 microprocessor 8 has receiver/decoder 10 monitor only a 
particular one of the eight frames, such as the fifth 
frame 30. After synchronization code 24 is received by

VIi
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receiver/decoder 10 and provided to microprocessor 8, 
microprocessor 8 turns off receiver/decoder 10 until, 
in this example, fifth frame 30 is to be transmitted. 
Under the POCSAG format each frame takes 121.6 milli-

5 seconds to transmit so that microprocessor 8 would cause 
receiver/decoder 10 to begin monitoring broadcast signal 
12 by 486.4 milliseconds after the end of synchronization 
code 24. After monitoring of fifth frame 30, micropro
cessor 8 instructs receiver/decoder 10 to shut off until

10 it is time for the next synchronization code 24 to be 
broadcast by transmitter 4. The process then repeats.
If th re are no messages in any of the eight frames 26 
following a synchronization code 24, an idle codeword 
(7A89C197 - which is a special address code-word 34

15 since the most significant bit is 0) is transmitted in 
place of code-words 28 in such frame. Receipt of an

• idle code-word by microprocessor 8 tells the micropro
cessor that no message is present in that frame 26 for 
that batch 27.

20 The above-described POCSAG transmission for
mat is conventional. Pager 6 is used to receive what 
is termed conventional private or group messages using 
the conventional POCSAG format discussed above. Upon 
receipt of a conventional message, pager 6 will store 
the message in RAM 16 and, as is conventional, may pro
vide an audible or visual signal to the user according 
to the positions of status switches 21.

System 2 differs from conventional pager sys
tems in that it can be used for the dissemination of 
multi-recipient (M-R) messages which can be received by 
more than one pager 6, the authority for receipt being 
granted and removed by over—the-air broadcasts. To do 
so a multi-recipient (M-R) syncword 38, see FIG. 4, is 
used in place of syncronization code 24 prior to first

35 frame 32. M-R syncword 38 is different from synchroni
zation code 24. Pager 6 monitors for synchronization 
code 24 and for M-R syncword 38. If synchronization
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code 24 is present, pager 6 reverts to operation under 
the conventional POCSAG format. If M-R syncword 38 is 
present, pager 6 operates in its M-R mode described 
below.

Microprocessor 8, when it is provided an M-R 
syncword 38 followed by an M-R command code-word 37, 
see FIG. 4, knows that an M-R message is being trans
mitted. When this occurs microprocessor 8 instructs 
receiver/decoder 10 to continue receiving broadcast 
signal 12 and to continue providing signal 12 in appro
priate decoded form to microprocessor 8.

Unlike the procedure pager 6 goes through 
with conventional private and group messages, during 
which an individual pager reads only one of the eight 
code-words 26, receiver/decoder 10■'receives, processes 
and transfers to microprocessor 8 eacli code-word 28 for 
the entire batch 27 whenever an M-R syncword 38 is re
ceived. That is, receipt of M-R syncword 38 tells mi
croprocessor 8 that the message is an M-R message, not 
a conventional message. If the M-R message continues 
after a batch, the process simply repeats with the 
retransmission of an M-R syncword 38 and so forth. All 
of the M-R message code-words shown in FIGS. 6A-6D, 6F 
and 6G, with the exception of the add/delete message 
code-word 37d of FIG. 6D, occupy no more than first 
frame 32. This leaves seven additional frames 26, in
cluding fourteen code-words 28, available for the M-R 
messages. These seven frames each include two sets of 
twenty message bits as shown in FIG. 3. By using seven 
bit ASCII characters, one batch 27 of an M-R message 
contains forty 7-bit ASCII characters. Thus, each batch 
27 can transmit one block of data which will fill up 
half of display 18. This arrangement further enhances 
transmission efficiencies.

FIG. 5 illustrates the basic structure of p 
typical M-R command code-word 37. Bits 2-8 represent 
the particular M-R command 39. The four basic M-R

35
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commands relate to database messages, M-R group messages, 
MLG messages and add/delete messages for the over-the-air 
addition or deletion of database ID's, group ID's or 
multi-level group ID's. Additional commands can be

5 provided by an appropriate M-R command 39.
Turning now to FIGS. 6A-6G, the various com

mands will be discussed. At FIG. 6A, M-R group message 
code-word 37a is shown to include an M-R' group message 
command 39a at bits 2-Θ in code-word 37a followed by an

10 M-R group ID 46 at bits 2-18 in code-word 40a. Micro
processor 8 recognizes command 39a and treats the data 
in bits 2-18 in code-word 40a as an M-R group ID 46 
thus comparing it with a list of M-R group ID's 46 in 
RAM 16 (see FIG. 8). In the preferred embodiment RAM

15 16 includes space for up to 24 different group ID's,
each being 4 bytes in length. If pager 6 is authorized 
to receive the M-R group message following M-R group 
message code-word 37a then the message is stored in RAM
16. The organization of RAM 16 will be discussed below

20 after discussing the various types of messages.
FIG. 6B shows a first frame 32b including an

MLG message code-word 37b and a second code-word 40b of 
the first frame 32b. Code-word 37b includes an MLG 
message command 39b at bits 2-8 followed by a subcom-

25 mand 52 at bits 9-11 and a beep indicating bit 54 at
bit 12. Code-word 40b has a root ID 56 at bits 2-12, a 
level ID 58 at bits 13-16, and a sub-level ID at bits 
17-19. MLG messages are typically used in relatively 
large hierarchical organizations. To best understand

30 the use of MLG messages, a three level example will be 
discussed. Other numbers of levels are also possible.

Turning now also to FIG. 7, assume a company 
62 is separated into four operating units, 64a, 64b,
64c and 64d. Each operating unit has two to eight sec-

35 tions 66. MLG message command 39b tells microprocessor 
8 that the message for that batch 27 is an MLG message.
To see if pager 6 is authorized to receive the MLG

) -
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message, root ID 56, corresponding to company 62, is 
checked in RAM 16 at 78 (see FIG. 8). Level ID's 58 
correspond to units 64 while sub-level ID's 60 correspond 
to sections 66. In one scheme if all pagers in company

5 62 were to be authorized to receive the MLG message
following first frame 32b, level ID 58 and sub-level ID 
60 could be, for example, all zeros. If everyone in 
first unit 64a were to receive the MLG message, root ID 
56 for company 62 would be present and the level ID 58

10 for first unit 64a would be present while the sub-level 
ID 60 could be zeros. If a particular section 66a under 
first unit number 64a of the company were to receive 
the MLG message, the sub-level ID 60 would include the 
section ID for that particular section.

15 The above-described system is quite useful.
However, using sub-command 52 the flexibility and power 
of the multi-level group message is greatly increased.
In the three bit sub-command 52, eight different sub
commands are possible. Sub-command 52 indicates what

20 other pagers aside from the group of pagers indicated 
by the group ID 56, level ID 58 and sub-level. ID 60 are 
also to receive the MLG message. The following are 
samples of sub-commands 52 which are possible: 00- 
from this level and sub-level down; 01- from this lev-

25 el down to the indicated sub-level; 02- all pagers down 
to the indicated level and sub-level; 03- pagers down 
to the indicated sub-level from the entry level in each 
section; 04- all pagers at every level from the indi
cated sub-level and down. Using a sub-command in con-

30 junction with the three ID'S 56, 58 and 60 permits mes
sages to be broadcast in a tailored fashion without the 
need for great numbers of group identifications which 
would be otherwise needed if most of the permutations 
and combinations of pager groupings were to be.covered.

35 With beep bit 54 a 1, beeper 23 is activated
when the MLG message is received by pager 6. The MLG
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message itself begins in the second frame 33. (A beep 
bit could be included with other M-R messages as well.)

Turning now to FIG. 6C, the format for a da
tabase message is disclosed. Database message code-word

5 37c includes a database message command 39c at bits 2-8
with a database ID 68 at bits 12-19. Code-word 40c 
indicates the start block 70 in RAM 16 at bits 2-12 
while the database message itself begins in the second 
frame 33. When microprocessor 8 receives a database

10 message command 39c, database ID 68 is compared against 
a table 72 (see FIG. 8) of database ID’s 68 in RAM 16 
which the particular pager 6' i s authorized to receive. 
Database table 72 includes, in the preferred embodiment, 
space for 16 different database ID's, the starting and

15 ending locations (based upon 40-character blocks) in 
RAM 16 of each database, and an indication whether or 
not pager 6 is authorized to receive information in 
that particular database. Therefore, to receive a data
base message, microprocessor not only checks to see if

20 database ID 68 transmitted with database message Command 
37c is located in RAM 16, authorization to receive the 
database message for that particular database is also 
checked. Since the database ID 68 is 8 bits long, up 
to 256 possible databases are possible in the preferred

25 embodiment, although room for only 16 has been set aside 
in RAM 16. Of course either number could be changed.

Start block 70 indicates where in the partic
ular database, counting from the start of the database, 
the database message is to be stored. In this manner

30 the same database in different pagers will all be ar
ranged similarly even though the physical or logical 
location of the particular database in RAM 16 in dif
ferent pagers may be different. For example, one pager 
6 may have its databases arranged in the following order:

35 16, 28, 143, 57 and 13 while another pager may have its
databases arranged in this order: 16, 56, 57, 28 and 
32.
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Turning now to FIG. 8, a schematic represen

tation of the structure of RAM 16 is shown. As men
tioned above, RAM 16 includes areas for database table 
72, M-R syncword 38, a set of up to twenty-four M-L

5 group ID's 46 and a set of up to eight MLG ID's 78.
(Each MLG ID 78 include a root ID 56, a level ID 58 
and a sub-level ID 60.) RAM 16 also includes an area 
for an electronic serial number (ESN) 74. The elec
tronic serial number is placed into RAM 16 by the manu-

10 facturer. It is unique for each pager 6, as opposed to 
a capcode 76 (also stored in RAM 16) which, under POCSAG 
format, can be used for eight different pagers because 
each pager, when operating conventionally, reads only 
one of the eight frames 26. The reason for inclusion

15 of both ESN 74 and conventional capcodes 76 will be 
discussed below.

RAM 16 includes space for eight different 
capcodes 76. As is conventional, the first capcode, 
often called a basecap, is unique for that pager and

20 frame. The other seven capcodes, as is conventional, 
are provided for conventional group messages so that 
one of the additional capcodes can be used by a group 
of pagers which all interrogate the same frame, such as 
fifth frame 30.

25 RAM 16 also includes a message area 77 and a
database area 79 separated by a conceptually moving or 
movable interface 81.

A message control block 80 is provided in 
message area 77 of RAM 16 to keep track of up to 32

30 different messages stored in RAM 16. In the preferred 
embodiment a block in RAM 16 ’s taken to be forty 7-bit 
characters, which equals one-half page of information 
which can be displayed on display 18 of pager 6. Mes
sage control block 80 contains a set of information for

35 each of the up to 32 messages which can be stored in 
message blocks 82 in RAM 16. For each message a start 
address in RAM 16, a block count (which depends upon
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the length of the message), the status (new?, unread? 
protected message?, etc), the source (individual, group, 
M-R group or MLG message), and the date and time of 
receipt of the message (taken from the internal clock

5 106 of microprocessor 8), is recorded in message control
block 80. As suggested in FIG. 8, the interface 81 
between message blocks 82 and database 85 can move 
depending upon how much room message blocks 82 and data
bases 85 take in RAM 16. In the preferred embodiment,

10 messages are accessed in the order in which received so 
that an input button 20 to scan the messages will give 
the user the first message received which has not been 
read. Since all messages are, in the preferred embodi
ment, stored in the order in which received, all three

15 types of messages (individual, group and M-R group) are 
stored together in time sequence in message blocks 82.
If desired, other arrangements for storing messages 
could be used, such as having a separate storage area 
in RAM 16 for individual messages and for group and M-R

20 group messages.
FIG. 8 also shows that each database 85 in 

RAM 16 includes two database control blocks 86 (and 
eight mask blocks 88 discussed below) used with data
base blocks 84. Database control blocks 86 (and mask

25 blocks 88) are filled with information using the data
base message command 39c. Control blocks 86 include a 
vector table which defines how input buttons 20 and 
status switches 21 work for that particular database 
85. For example, pushing a particular input button for

20 the sports database may do one thing while pushing the 
same button for the financial database may perform a 
completely different function. Since the function of 
input buttons 20 is software controlled and is change
able by over the air broadcast, this provides a great

25 deal of flexibility for the user. In addition to the 
vector table, the date and time of the last update of 
that particular database 85 is also included in
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database control blocks 86. This information is taken 
from the internal time clock 106 of microprocessor 8.
Note the identification and authorization for the’various 
databases 85 are found in database table 72 rather than

5 in the database control blocks 86.
A very important aspect of the invention is

the fact that the authority to receive M-R messages, 
including M-R group messages, MLG messages or database 
messages, can be added or deleted through over-the-air

10 broadcasts. In the preferred embodiment the eight cap- 
codes 76 could also be added or deleted through over- 
the-air broadcasts.

Referring now to FIG. 6D, to make an addi
tion or deletion, an add/delete message code-word 37d

15 is transmitted along with associated code-words 40d,
41d and 42d in first frame 32d and second frame 33d. 
Following add/delete command 39d in bits 2-8, bits 9-11 
are used to specifically identify the function 89 which 
will be used to add or remove a database ID 68, add or

20 delete an M-R group ID 46, or add or delete an MLG ID 
78. Code-word 40d includes M-R ID 90 in bits 2-9 which 
identifies the particular M-R group ID 46, MLG ID 78 or 
database ID 68 which is to be added or deleted. In the 
preferred embodiment the identification of the particu-

25 lar pager 6 affected by the over-the-air addition and 
deletion message is by using ESN 74. The first and 
second halves 92, 94 of ESN 74 can be found at bits 
2-18 of code-words 41d and 42d. Microprocessor 8, af
ter reading add/delete command 39 and function 89 takes

30 appropriate steps to add or delete appropriate ID's
from the set of ML group ID's 46, the sets of MLG ID's 
78 and the database ID's 68 in database table 72, all 
found in external RAM 16.

Using ESN 74 provides several advantages over
35 capcodes 76. It gives everyone from the manufacturer 

down to the pager retailer much greater control over 
the use of pagers 6 and access to the database messages {

I
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broadcast by transmitter 4. This permits the companies 
involved to ensure that only authorized pagers can re
ceive the particular M-R message with much greater con
fidence than with pager company installed capcodes.

5 Also, if a user fails to pay a required fee for receiv
ing certain database messages, authority to receive the 
broadcasts can be quickly revoked without having to 
obtain physical possession of the pager.

Pages of database messages in memory are of- 
10 ten formatted similarly. For example, if the database 

is sports and the database memory has scores for vari
ous teams, after the initial information is first trans
mitted character by character to fill up the 80 charac
ters (two blocks) for each page or screen, updating

15 information on that screen usually involves only a small ·»
number of the character spaces. FIG. 9 shows a typical 
display 18 having the essentially constant data indicated 
by letters X, Y, Z and Q while the positions at which 
the data changes are indicated by shallow U-shaped sym-

20 bols. Assuming there is information for ten different 
baseball games stored in the sports database 85 within 
RAM 16, instead of transmitting 80 characters for each 
page of information, in the example of Fig. 9 only ten 
characters of information would need to be transmitted

25 for each page.
To accommodate this,· each database 85 has set 

aside room for eight complete 40 character masks in 
mask blocks 88 for each database 84. (Each 80-character 
display would thus require the use of two mask blocks

30 88.) A mask would typically have zeros everywhere but
where certain portions of the database 85 is to be up
dated through a mask fill code-word 37f as shown in 
FIG. 6F. In the case of the database orientation of 
FIG. 9, zeros would be inserted everywhere but the ten

35 places where the shallow U's are positioned. Thus, 
after a suitable mask has been transmitted and stored 
in a bit-mapped arrangement in mask blocks 88 using
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conventional database messages and after the certain 
portion of the particular database 85 has been filled 
with the individualized information (e.g., team names, 
etc.), a mask fill message including a mask-fill code-

5 word 37f can be transmitted. Code-word 37f includes a 
mask fill command 39f at bits 2-8, a mask ID 95 at bits 
9-11 and database ID 68 for the particular database. 
Code-word 40f includes the identification of the start 
block 96 at bits 2-12 identifying the starting block

10 number, counting from the start of the database, the 
following mask fill information is to be written into. 
Bits 13-19 identify a skip number which tells micropro·» 
cessor 8 how many blocks are skipped after each mask is 
filled.

15 The code-words following first frame 32f car
ry the mask fill information for several blocks strung 
together. In the example of FIG. 9, the first five 
characters of information transmitted as the mask fill 
message would be inserted into the appropriate posi-

20 tions for a particular block in memory for that data
base. (The next five characters for the display in the 
example of FIG. 9 would be transmitted by a subsequent 
mask fill message.) The program then jumps down the 
number of blocks identified by skip bits 98. There-

25 fore, if each data record could be displayed on one 
page, that is two blocks, skip bits 98 would indicate 
skipping two blocks from the starting block to begin 
updating the next page in the database using the mask 
fill information. Thus, a mask fill is a special type

30 of database update which greatly reduces the amount of 
time required to transmit updating information under 
certain circumstances.

Another way to speed up transmission time 
presents itself when a database 85 contains numerous

35 records which contain the identical information located 
in the same place in a recurring pattern in the data
base. For example, in a financial database many words
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and spaces will be the same for each page of informa
tion to be displayed, such as the words open, close, 
high, low and so forth. Using a format memory code-word 
37g, see FIG. 6G, these words, which are duplicated,

5 for example, in each page of memory in a database 85 
are written into each page quickly. Format code-word 
37g includes a format command 39g at bits 2-8 followed 
by a count 100 which provides the number of items (typ
ically blocks) to format. Bits 12-19 of format memory 

10 code-word 37g has the database ID 68 to be acted on.
Bits 2-12 of code-word 40g identifies the block of the 
particular database, again counting from the start of 
the database, at which the memory format procedure starts 
while skip bits 104 identify how many blocks are to be 

15 skipped after each time the format message is written 
into the database starting block.

Microprocessor 8 includes internal real time 
clock 106 which is used to date and time stamp all group, 
private and database messages. Clock 106 is set and '

20 reset by a date/time and correction message 108, shown 
in FIG. 6E, broadcast by transmitter 4. Message 108 is 
broadcast as a part of a database message (see FIG.
6C), that is starting with the first code-word 41 of 
the second frames 33, and is twenty characters in length.

25 If message 108 of FIG. 6E could be broadcast at the 
exact time coded in date/time message 108, clock 106 
could be updated from the time message broadcast. How
ever, the actual time of broadcast of a time message 
often varies by, for example, fifteen minutes from the 

30 time of broadcast listed in the message 108. There
fore, the time messages 108 of Fig. 6E cannot be used 
directly to set and reset clock 106. Rather, infor
mation in two time messages are used to do so in the .
manner discussed below. )

The first six characters represent the date
(dd, mm, yy), the‘next six represent the time (hh, mm,
ss), the next four represent the correction (mm, ss) to

35
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the previous time message and the final three charac
ters represent the time message number (nnn). For ex
ample the following time message 108: 0927871323552355123 
(which is transmitted in ASCII format and converted) 
represents :

Date:
Time :
Correction:
Time Message #:

09/27/87 
13:23:55 (EST) 
+•23 min 55 sec. 
123

Microprocessor 8 reads and stores the time 
message information in internal RAM 110 in microproces
sor 8 as well in the vector table located in the par
ticular database control blocks 86 identified in the 
immediately preceding code-words 37c and 40c. Also, 
microprocessor 8 stores the actual time of receipt of 
the time message of FIG. 6E as determined by real time 
clock 106 in RAM 110 and in the appropriate database 
control block 86. There is room in RAM 110 for this 
time data for at least two time messages 108 plus asso
ciated times of receipt from real time clock 106. To 
update real time clock 106 after transmission of a time 
message number n, the following computation is made:

n(new) 
Where :

= tη-1 + C (T - T n ) , v η η-1'

T . . is the updated time used to reset
n(new) ·

real time clock 106,
T is the time of receipt of time message 

number n taken from real time clock 106,
Tfi_1 is the time of receipt of time message 

number n-1 taken from real time clock 106,
tn_j is the time taken from time message 108 

of time message number n-1, and
Cn is the time correction taken from time 

message 108 of time message number n.
In addition to updating real time clock 106,

T , . is also used to replace T in RAM 110. Noten(new) n
that Cn is that correction value broadcast by time
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message number n but is used to correct the time broadcast 
by time message number n-1. Using this method an ex
tremely accurate real time clock 106 is provided the 
user with no user input and without the requirement

5 that the time signal be delivered at an exact time.
This aspect of the invention is considered to be useful 
in other circumstances. For example, the real time 
clock in a VCR could be updated in this way.

The difference between the time as indicated 
10 in the time characters of time message 108 and actual

time of the broadcast of time message 108 is preferably 
determined by transmitter 4 by using a separate receiv
er 112 near transmitter 4, receiver 112 being hard wired 
to the transmitter. From this transmitter 4 can compute

15 time correction C . vn
Pager based information system 2 is used by 

transmitting broadcast signals 12 from transmitter 4 to 
pager 6 within the broadcast area. Signals 12 are re
ceived by receiver/decoder 10 in pager 6 which trans-

20 forms the signals into a digital form acceptable to
microprocessor 8. Microprocessor 8, after sensing the 
existence of a preamble signal 22, checks the first 
code-word following the preamble. If it is a syncroni- 
zation code 24, microprocessor 8 reverts to convention

25 POCSAG format interrogating one of the eight frames
following for a capcode which matches one of eight cap- 
codes 76 in RAM 16. If the first code-word is M-R sync- 
word 38, microprocessor 8 knows that the transmission 
is of an M-R signal and thus begins to read each of the

30 following frames 26. From the first frame 37 the M-R 
command 39 is read. The information following M-R com
mand 39 is acted upon based upon which of several M-R 
commands, including M-R group message command 39a, MLG 
message command 39b, database message command 39c, and

35 so forth, has been transmitted. For most of the messages, 
and in the preferred embodiment, all of the messages 
except for the add/delete message of FIG. 6D, all of
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the necessary command information is contained within 
first frame 32. Microprocessor reads first frame 32 
(and in the case of add/delete command 39d, second frame 
33) and. then acts upon the multi-rucipient message 50

5 and the following code-words 28. Thus, in most cases, 
at least fourteen code words 28 are available for the 
M-R message 50 following the M-R command code-word 37.
At'the end of each batch 27, microprocessor 8 again 
checks for syncronization code 24 or M-R syncword 38

10 and acts upon the following information according to 
which of the two is present. If no message is to be 
transmitted in a particular batch 27, an idle code-word 
is transmitted in place of syncronization code 24 and 
M-R syncword 38 to tell microprocessor 8 that it may

15 shut, down receiver/decoder for the duration of the trans
mission of that batch 27.

Conventional individual and group messages as 
well as M-R group messages are all stored in chronolog
ical order in message blocks 82 in a single message

20 area 77 of RAM 16. Typically the messages are reviewed 
in chronological order starting from the oldest message 
which has not yet been reviewed. Using input buttons 
20, the messages in message area 77 can be accessed in 
other orders, such as all M-R group messages in reverse

25 chronological order.
Database messages are stored in separate da

tabases 85 which together constitute a database area 79 
in RAM 16. As suggested in FIG. 8, message area 77 
begins to be used from one side of RAM 16 while data-

30 base area 79 begins to fill up RAM 16 λrom the other 
side. Of course the sides are only considered in a 
conceptual manner. Thus the interface 81 between the 
message and database areas can "move" within RAM 16 
depending upon needs. The movement or allocation of

35 ram 16 between message area 77 and database area 79 can 
be automatically controlled by microprocessor 8 or can 
be controlled by the user with microprocessor
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automatically doing the. allocation in the case of a 
default by the user.

Modification and variation can be made to the 
disclosed embodiment without departing from the subject

5 of the invention as defined in the following claims.
For example, the invention has been discussed with re
spect to pagers. The invention could be used with oth
er types of systems including transmitters and receiv-* 
ers as well.
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The claims defining the invention are as follows:
1. A method for disseminating different types of 
information to different sets of recipients using a pager 
based broadcast system of the type including a transmitter 
and pagers, each pager having a pager memory containing a 
unique pager ID, the pager memory including a read only 
memory and a read/write memory, comprising the following 
steps:

(a) transmitting a multiple-recipient (M-R) message by the 
transmitter according to a pager format, the M-R 
message including an M-R ID corresponding to a chosen 
set of the pagers, each pager in the chosen set of 
pagers having the M-R ID stored in the pager memory, 
the transmitting step including the step of 
transmitting a database structure message;

(aa) structuring at least a portion of the read/write memory 
of the at least one pager according to the database 
structure message;

(b) monitoring the M-R messages by the pagers;
(c) receiving the M-R message by at least one pager of the 

chosen set of pagers; and
(d) storing the M-R message at a database structure 

location in the structured portion of the read/write 
memory of the at least one pager.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

(e) transmitting a private message according to the pager 
format, the private message including a selected pager 
ID;

(f) monitoring for private messages by the pagers;
(g) receiving the private message by at least the selected 

pager; and
(h) acting on the private message by the selected pager.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the (h) acting step 
includes the step of indicating the receipt of the private 
message by the selected pager.
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4. The method of claim 3 wherein the receipt indicating 
step is carried out by providing a signal by the selected 
pager.
5. The method of claim 4 wherein the receipt indicating 
step is carried out by providing a sound signal by the 
selected pager.
6. The method of claim 2 wherein the (h) acting step 
includes the step of storing the private message in the 
read/write memory of the selected pager.
7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the steps of 
flagging a chosen memory location and providing a pager 
signal upon the writing of a private message at the chosen 
memory location.
8. The method of claim 6 further comprising the step of 
selectively accessing the private message.
9. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
indicating the receipt of the M-R message by the at least 
one pager.
10. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

checking a real time clock in the pager at the time of
receiving the M-R message; and

storing the M-R message and the time of receiving the
M-R message in the read/write memory of the at least one 
pager.
11. The method of claim 1 wherein the transmitting step is 
carried out by transmitting M-R data messages and by 
transmitting M-R modification messages.
12. The method of claim 11 wherein the step of transmitting 
M-R modification messages is carried out by transmitting an 
M-R modification message including a first pager ID and an 
M-R modification instruction.
13. The method of claim 12 wherein the M-R modification 
message transmitting step is carried out by transmitting an 
M-R modification instruction which instructs the pager with 
the first pager ID to add an M-R ID to the read/write memory 
of said pager.
14. The method of claim 12 wherein the M-R modification 
message transmitting step is carried out by transmitting an 
M-R modification instruction which instructs the pager with

Ct
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the first pager ID to delete at least one M-R ID from the 
read/write memory of said pager.
15. The method of claim 1 wherein the database structure 
transmitting step is carried out by transmitting a database 
structure message defining a multi-level organisation for 
database messages stored in the read/write memory.
16. The method claim 15 further comprising the step of 
selectively accessing a database message stored in the 
read/wT ite memory using the multi-level organisation of the 
database structure message.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein the selectively-
accessing step is accomplished by pressing at least one 
input button of the at least one pager corresponding to the 
database message at the organisation level desired.
18. The method of claim 16 wherein the selectively-
accessing step includes the step of visually displaying the 
accessed database message.
19. The method, of claim 1 wherein the storing step includes 
the step of storing the M-R message at a chosen location in 
the read/write memory.
20. The method of claim 19 further comprising the steps of 
flagging the chosen memory location and providing a pager 
signal upon the writing of an M-R message at the chosen 
memory location.
21. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
transmitting a shut-down signal to the pagers and wherein 
the monitoring step includes the step of temporarily 
suspending monitoring for M-R messages according to the 
shut-down signal.
22. A method for disseminating different types of
information to different sets of recipients using a pager 
based broadcast system, substantially as herein described 
with reference to the accompanying drawings.

DATED this 7th day of Jabuary, 1992.

NEWSPAGER CORPORATION OF
AMERICA
By Its Patent Attorneys 
ARTHUR S. CAVE & CO.
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